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ABSTRACT
The privacy laws and regulations that govern the collection, shar-
ing, and selling of online data are changing. In the U. S., California
adopted the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and the Cali-
fornia Privacy Rights Act (CPRA), and twelve other U. S. states have
adopted similar laws. Industry has responded by developing techni-
cal standards for collecting and disseminating consent information,
such as the IAB CCPA Compliance Framework. While publishers
are adopting this framework and the IAB is extending it to cover
privacy laws in other U. S. states, recent work has observed that
opt-out signals are not being honored under the framework.

In this study, we take a deep dive into the IAB CCPA Compliance
Framework tomeasure end-to-end flows of consent information and
better understand why opt-out signals are not being honored. Using
data crawled from top websites under four different experimental
conditions, we examine overall adoption of the framework, the flow
of consent information from publishers to third parties and between
third parties, and finally the reach of opt-out signals. Our results
uncover numerous issues with the adoption and implementation
of the framework that prevent users’ consent choices from being
honored by third parties.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The privacy laws and regulations that govern the collection, shar-
ing, and selling of online data are changing. Starting in Europe, the
original governing framework of notice and consent [19] has given
way to the ePrivacy Directive [52] and the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) [22]. In the U. S., California adopted the Califor-
nia Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [9, 10] and then strengthened it
by adopting the California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA) [11]. Twelve
other U. S. states have adopted similar laws [20].1

These laws are multifaceted, but for our purposes their most
salient features are their consent requirements. The GDPR requires
that people opt-in to the collection and processing of their data for
specific purposes, such as online advertising [18]. The U. S. state
1As of March 2024 these states are: Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Indiana, Iowa,
Montana, New Jersey, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, and Virginia.
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laws instead grant people the right to opt-out of data selling and
sharing under specific circumstances. Either way, to comply with
these laws, online advertising and analytics (A&A) companies must
now be consent-aware, as their ability to collect, share, and sell
data depends in part on individual consent choices.

A&A companies have responded to these laws by developing
technical standards for collecting and disseminating consent in-
formation. In Europe, the Transparency & Consent Framework
(TCF)—developed by the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) Eu-
rope [23]—is a standard that specifies the parties that are authorized
to collect consent from people (Consent Management Platforms or
CMPs), the encoded data format used to store consent choices (the
consent string), and the JavaScript API that publishers,2 CMPs, and
third-party A&A companies use to communicate. Although the
TCF is a voluntary standard, in practice it has seen significant
adoption [16, 40], in part because it has survived the scrutiny of
European regulators [17].

After the passage of the CCPA, the IAB CCPACompliance Frame-
work [32] (which we abbreviate as the CCPA Framework) was
adopted as the analogue of the TCF. Like its European predeces-
sor, the CCPA Framework defines an encoded format for storing
consent information and a JavaScript API for accessing this infor-
mation. Publishers are adopting this framework [12, 62] and the
IAB is extending it to cover privacy laws around the world [25].

However, investigations have uncovered numerous problems
with the implementation and usage of the TCF in practice. These
problems include, but are not limited to, tracking that occurs before
people make a consent choice [40] and websites that fail to honor
opt-out requests [15, 16, 47, 51, 55]. Recent work found that, in
California, users’ choices to opt-out were not always accurately
captured by the CCPA Framework [12], and that opting-out did not
have a substantive impact on data sharing and selling practice [39].
These findings suggest that similar technical problems may be
impacting consent frameworks in Europe and the U. S.

In this study, we investigate whether the CCPA Framework is
able to faithfully convey Californians’ consent choices from publish-
ers to third parties. We focus on the CCPA Framework because it is
the industry standard for CCPA/CPRA compliance, even though
it is a voluntary standard like the TCF. Our study goes beyond
prior work on CCPA compliance by examining end-to-end flows of
consent information, in contrast to just examining the flow from
the web browser to the publisher [12]. Examining how consent
information is or is not flowing to third parties is crucial for under-
standing why Californians’ consent choices are being ignored by
advertisers [39]. We investigate the following research questions:

2This is the ad industry term for websites that are ad-supported.
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• RQ1: Are top publishers—those who are likely covered by
the CCPA and CPRA—adopting the CCPA Framework?

• RQ2: To what extent and how is the U. S. Privacy String [31]
(which we abbreviate as USP String) passing from publishers
to third parties?

• RQ3: To what extent is the USP String being passed among
third parties?

• RQ4: Are users’ decisions to opt-out (via Global Privacy Con-
trol [24] and the USP API) being passed to third parties, and
if so, are third parties altering their practices accordingly?

To collect data for our study, we performed four crawls—between
April 2023 and February 2024 using IP addresses in California—of
the top 10 Kwebsites in the Tranco ranking [36] of popular domains.
During two crawls our crawler did nothing to opt-out of data selling
and sharing, while in two it communicated a choice to opt-out. We
instrumented our crawler to detect the presence of the U. S. Privacy
User Signal API (the standard for reading the USP String, which we
abbreviate as USP API), as well as record reads and writes of the
USP API by first- and third-party JavaScript, writes of first-party
cookies (where the USP String is often stored), all HTTP requests
and responses, and the full inclusion tree of each webpage (i.e., the
graph representation of all causal loading relationships between
resources in the page) [3, 6].

Our analysis reveals a number of potential issues with the CCPA
Framework. Some of these issues are rooted in low adoption: by pub-
lishers that have not adopted the USP API, and by A&A companies
that do not read the USP String or pass it consistently to other third
parties via HTTP requests. Other issues are rooted in ambiguity in
the standard itself, such as third parties that bypass the official USP
API when reading the USP String, store copies of the USP String in
non-standard cookies, or pass the USP String in non-standard URL
parameters. Ultimately, our opt-out tests demonstrate that A&A
companies, in general, do not appear to be respecting Californians’
consent choices.

Our findings, like those from prior work, are important for at
least two reasons. First, it is up to regulators in Europe and the
U. S. to enforce online privacy laws, and regulators must be in-
formed about potential problems with industry consent standards.
Second, the IAB is in the process of deploying a new technical
standard, the Global Privacy Platform [25], that is meant to harmo-
nize consent collection and dissemination on the global Internet.
This standard draws on the existing technologies of the TCF and
CCPA Framework, so it is likely to suffer from the same issues as
its predecessors.

The outline of our study is as follows. We begin in § 2 by pre-
senting an overview of online privacy laws, associated technical
standards, and prior work. In § 3 we introduce our data collection
methodology. In § 4 we present the analysis of our data and discuss
outcomes in § 5.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
We begin by discussing online privacy laws in Europe, their associ-
ated technical standards for communicating consent, and studies
that have identified issues in Europe. Next, we discuss the same top-
ics in the U. S. Finally, we discuss universal opt-out signals, which
play a role in our study.

2.1 The GDPR and the TCF
The GDPR [22]—implemented in 2018—fundamentally altered the
online privacy landscape in Europe. Along with the ePrivacy Direc-
tive [52], which was implemented in 2002, the GDPR stipulates that
website publishers must have a legally valid basis for processing
non-essential personal data—which includes, for example, unique
identifiers, browsing history, and geolocation data commonly used
to target online ads—with one such basis being user consent. The
need for user consent has led to proliferation of Consent Manage-
ment Platforms (CMPs) [28] and consent banners (or dialogs) on
websites that collect this required information from users [16].

To help publishers and A&A companies comply with the GDPR,
the IAB Europe introduced the TCF in 2018. In this framework,
publishers include JavaScript code into their website from a CMP.
The CMP’s code is responsible for at least three functions: (1) dis-
playing a cookie banner to collect consent if it has not already
been collected for a given user, (2) storing the correctly encoded
consent string, and (3) providing mechanisms for A&A companies
to read and share the consent string. At a minimum, the code pro-
vided by CMPs must implement JavaScript APIs for reading the
consent string; they may also provide access to a cookie containing
the consent string. Additionally, the TCF states that the consent
string can be shared via HTTP requests using any one of three URL
parameters: gdpr, gdpr_consent, and gdpr_pd. The most recent
version of the TCF is 2.2 [23].

Numerous studies have documented problems with cookie ban-
ners in Europe. This includes the use of dark patterns that manip-
ulate users into making sub-optimal privacy choices [27, 41, 58]
and non-functional banners that fail to accurately record users’
choices [40]. Although issues with consent banners are critical,
they are not the focus of our study.

Similarly, several studies have found that opting-out under the
auspices of the ePrivacy Directive or GDPR does not produce sub-
stantive privacy benefits for users. Studies have observed, at most, a
small reduction in tracking cookies after opting-out [15, 16, 47, 55]
and a negligible reduction in resource inclusions from A&A com-
panies [51]. Matte et al. [40] identified suspected GDPR violations
on publishers that had adopted the TCF, while Smith et al. [50] ob-
served that 73% of publishers with the TCF continued to share data
even after people declined to consent by claiming they had a “legit-
imate interest” exemption. For our study we leverage measurement
techniques from this body of work to assess similar issues in the
U. S. context, e.g., whether A&A companies are obeying technical
standards and whether opting-out reduces tracking.

2.2 CCPA/CPRA and CCPA Framework
The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [9, 10]—which went
into effect in 2020—was the first comprehensive online privacy
law enacted in the U. S. Like the GDPR, the CCPA codifies the
notion of consent for sharing and selling of personal data; unlike the
GDPR, however, the CCPA enacts an opt-out regime, meaning A&A
companies may collect and monetize users’ personal data unless
users affirmatively opt out.3 The CCPA mandates that publishers
include a hyperlink with the text “Do Not Sell Or Share My Personal

3See CA Civ. Code §1798.120(a).
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Information” on their homepage4 through which people may opt-
out of data selling and sharing [30, 60] and some publishers have
also adopted consent banners [42].

In response to the ratification of the CCPA, the IAB introduced
the CCPA Framework in 2019 [32]. The general functionality of
the CCPA Framework is similar to that of the TCF (see the pre-
vious section). Specifically, the CCPA Framework requires that a
JavaScript method called __uspapi() be instantiated in the first-
party context. This method must support a getUSPData command
that returns a uspData object containing the USP String [31]. This
method can be called directly by third parties present in the first-
party context, or indirectly using the JavaScript postMessageDOM
API to communicate with a special __uspapiLocator iframe. The
CCPA Framework recommends that the USP String be stored in a
first-party cookie named usprivacy and that it be shared using a
URL parameter with the name us_privacy. The CCPA Framework
does not specify whether and how consent choices should be pre-
sented to users; user interface design is left to parties that provide
implementations of the Framework, such as CMPs.

The CCPA Framework defines the format of the USP String using
a four character long encoding [31]:

• ‘1’, indicating the version of the USP String.
• ‘N’, ‘Y’, or ‘-’, indicating whether the publisher provided
notice to the user of their right to opt-out.

• ‘N’, ‘Y’, or ‘-’, indicating whether the user has opted out of
data selling and sharing.

• ‘N’, ‘Y’, or ‘-’, indicating whether the publisher has signed
the IAB’s Limited Service Provider Agreement.

In the last three cases, a dash indicates that the given component
was not applicable to the given user. For example, a USP String
value of 1YNN indicates that the CCPA applies to a given user, they
were presented with notice, and they have not opted out; 1YYN
indicates the user has opted out; and 1--- indicates that the CCPA
does not apply to this user. In this study, we focus on the third
character of the USP String, which conveys opt-out choices.

Recent studies have identified problems with publishers’ CCPA
compliance that are similar to what has been observed in Europe
with GDPR compliance. O’Connor et al. [42] found dark patterns
that hinder users’ ability to activate their opt-out rights in “Do Not
Sell” links and consent banners. Liu et al. [39] performed opt-out
experiments in California and found that they had no statistically
significant impact on digital advertising practices. Charatan and
Birrell [12] found websites where the value of the USP String did
not accurately reflect opt-out signals from the user’s web browser,
which helps to partially explain the findings from Liu et al. [39]. In
this study, our goal is to analyze the flow of consent information
to and between third parties (not just from the browser to the
publisher), focusing on the CCPA Framework and the USP String,
to help explain why opting out does not appear to be effective even
in cases where websites implement the CCPA Framework.

2.3 Determining CCPA/CPRA Applicability
A key difference between the GDPR and the CCPA is their appli-
cability. The GDPR applies to all publishers that reside or target
people in Europe. The CCPA, in contrast, applies to publishers that
4See CA Civ. Code §1798.135(a)(1).

reside or target people in California, sell or share users’ data, and
meet at least one prerequisite of a three-part test: (1) earn at least
$25M USD per year, (2) sell the personal data of at least 50 K Cali-
fornians, or (3) derive at least 50% of their revenue from the sale of
Californians’ data [60].5 The CPRA [11]—which went into effect
in 2023—increased the second prerequisite of the three-part test to
100 K Californians.

There is no definitivemethod for an outsider to determinewhether
the CCPA or CPRA applies to a given website because the infor-
mation necessary for making this determination (i.e., revenue and
counts of unique visitors from California) is not public. A website
that includes a “Do Not Sell” link or an implementation of the USP
API may have self-determined that the CCPA or CPRA applies to
them, but these signals are not entirely reliable. For example, prior
work has found unpopular websites—i.e., ones that are unlikely to
meet the revenue or unique visitor requirements of the laws—that
include “Do Not Sell” links [60]. Prior work has also observed web-
sites that implement the USP API but do not include a “Do Not
Sell” link, which is an ambiguous configuration—should this be
interpreted as an incomplete attempt to comply with the law [62]?

Van Nortwick and Wilson [60] estimated that the CCPA and
CPRA may apply to top 10 K and 5K websites in the Tranco rank-
ing [36], respectively, because these websites meet the second re-
quirement of the three-part eligibility test. They made this determi-
nation by leveraging estimates of unique visitors to websites that
they acquired from a marketing firm. Based on these results we
focus our study on the top 10 K websites in the Tranco ranking.

2.4 Global Privacy Control
A unique feature of the CCPA is that it incorporates the con-
cept of “user-enabled global privacy controls” that publishers and
A&A companies must comply with [8].6 The Global Privacy Con-
trol (GPC) standard is recognized as one such control under the
CCPA/CPRA [45, 62]. GPC is functionally identical to the Do Not
Track (DNT) standard: in both cases, when the setting is enabled in
a browser, the browser communicates the user’s opt-out decision
in all HTTP requests and makes the opt-out status available via a
DOM API. For GPC, these respective mechanisms are the Sec-GPC:
1 HTTP header and the navigator.globalPrivacyControl ==
True DOM property [46]. DNT is not recognized as global privacy
control under CCPA/CPRA.

The California Attorney General successfully settled a complaint
against Sephora for not complying with GPC [45], which demon-
strates the importance of this opt-out technique. However, recent
work has found that publishers and CMPs in California were not
complying with GPC opt-out requests [12, 62]. In this study, we
extend this prior work by examining how GPC and USP String
opt-out requests propagate through publishers and third parties, to
better understand whether or not they are being honored.

3 METHODS
In this section we describe the web crawls that we performed to
collect data for our study. Table 1 presents an overview of our
four crawls, including the experimental conditions used in each

5See CA Civ. Code §1798.140(c)(1).
6See CA Department of Justice regulations, 11 CA ADC §999.315(c).
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Injected USP String Used in

Name Date USP API? Value GPC § Figures Tables Crawled % A&A %

Crawl 1 Apr.2023 No – Off 4.1, 4.2.2, 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.4, 4.4 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 2, 4, 5, 6 99.67 67.99
Crawl 2 Feb.2024 Yes 1YYN Off 4.2.1, 4.3.1, 4.4 3, 4, 5, 9, 10 3 99.91 69.00
Crawl 3 Dec.2023 No – On 4.4 9, 10 99.62 63.56
Crawl 4 Jan.2024 No – Off 4.4 9, 10 97.54 64.78

Table 1: Crawls we performed to gather data. GPC was enabled in one crawl, and in one crawl we injected the USP API into
each webpage and set the value it returned for the USP String to 1YYN (i.e., opted-out of data selling and sharing). All crawls
covered 10K websites and were performed using IP addresses in California. We present the percentage of domains in each
crawl that successfully returned at least one HTTP(S) response and the percentage that embedded at least one resource from an
A&A third party.

and references to where we use each dataset. Each crawl served a
specific purpose:

• Crawl 1 provides baseline measurements about the adoption
of the USP API and the default values of the USP String
from the perspective of a user in California in 2023. Other
than being instrumented to record data, this crawler was
unmodified. It did not interact with consent dialogs or signal
any attempt to opt-out of data collection or sale.

• In Crawl 2 and Crawl 3, we configured our crawler to opt-
out of data selling and sharing using the USP API or GPC,
respectively. We use these datasets to examine whether the
choice to opt-out is being communicated to and respected
by A&A companies.

• Crawl 4 repeatedCrawl 1 in early 2024. This crawl provides
longitudinal perspective on whether our findings regarding
adoption of the USP API generalize over time.

We describe each crawl in detail below.

3.1 Website Selection
To gather data for this study, we chose to crawl the top 10 K domains
from the Tranco list [36].7We focus on the top 10 K domains because
Van Nortwick and Wilson [60] found that the CCPA and CPRA
were unlikely to apply to websites that fell below this level of
popularity since they did not receive enough unique visitors from
California to meet the laws’ eligibility criteria (see § 2.3). That said,
the CCPA and CPRA may not apply to all domains in this list—e.g.,
domains owned by non-profit organizations—and thus we refrain
from asserting whether specific websites are in compliance with
the CCPA or CPRA (see § 3.5). Rather, the goal of our study is to
assess the overall adoption of the CCPA Framework and flows of
consent information, a goal for which it is sufficient for us to cover
popular websites. Our selection criteria is more conservative than
that used by Charatan and Birrell [12], who considered the top 25 K
domains in the Tranco list.

3.2 Baseline Crawler Configuration
Each of our four crawls used the same baseline configuration.
Crawl 1 and Crawl 4 used this baseline configuration with no
modifications. The remaining crawls included additional modifica-
tions as described in § 3.3 and § 3.4.

7We use the Tranco list dated April 17th, 2023, with ID GZ7NK.

3.2.1 Overview. We used custom scripts, written in Python and
JavaScript, to drive and instrument an instance of Chrome8 using
the Chrome DevTools Protocol [13]. We left Chrome at its default
settings, except during crawls where we varied HTTP headers, as
described below. All crawls were conducted using virtual machines
from Amazon Web Services with IP addresses in California.

During each crawl of the Tranco top 10K, our crawler visited
each domain one-by-one. For each domain, we programmed the
crawler to load the domain’s homepage,9 scroll to the bottom of
the page, then sleep for 25 seconds. Further, we programmed our
crawler to select nine internal hyperlinks at random from the home-
page and crawl them using the same load, scroll, and sleep approach.
We crawled homepages and subpages because prior work has shown
that they can behave differently [2, 56].

We assessed the impact of anti-crawler countermeasures on our
crawler by manually revisiting 200 randomly selected websites,
weighted by Tranco rank, from Crawl 3 and Crawl 4, using the
same IP addresses as the crawler used. We received CAPTCHA
challenges on two of the websites that prevented them from loading
normally. Thus, we estimate that around 1% of websites in our
sample were impacted by anti-crawler countermeasures.

3.2.2 Inclusion Trees and Chains. Our crawler recorded detailed
information during each visit to a webpage, including all HTTP
request and response headers and all cookies that were set. Fur-
thermore, our crawler recorded the resource inclusion tree for each
webpage [3, 6]. The inclusion tree is a data structure that captures
the causal loading relationships between all resources that comprise
a webpage. The root of the inclusion tree for a given webpage is the
base HTML document, the nodes are JavaScript or other documents
(e.g., in iframes), and the directed edges indicate that the parent
resource caused the child resource to be loaded. Each directed edge
is associated with an HTTP request and response.

As in prior work, we use inclusion information to understand
the relationships and flows of data between first and third parties [4,
6, 7, 60]. We decompose the inclusion tree for each webpage into
inclusion chains, where each chain corresponds to a unique path

8We used Chrome version 108.0.5359.124 with user-agent string “Mozilla/5.0 (Windows
NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/108.0.0.0
Safari/537.36”.
9Our crawler attempted to visit each domain in Tranco first using HTTPS and then
HTTP. If the domain was unreachable, the crawler would prepend ‘www.’ to the
domain and try again to visit using HTTPS and then HTTP.
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from root to leaf in the given tree [5]. Furthermore, given the focus
of our study, we isolated A&A chains that correspond to the serving
of an ad or a tracker. We label a given inclusion chain as an A&A
chain if (1) there was at least one HTTP request in the chain that
matched a rule in the EasyList or EasyPrivacy block lists,10 or (2)
the chain terminated in the loading of a 1×1 tracking pixel [21]. We
use these A&A chains in § 4 to analyze the sources and destinations
of HTTP requests that included the USP String, i.e., to understand
how this consent signal is being passed from one party to another.

3.2.3 Detecting the USP API. The CCPA Framework mandates
that compliant publishers implement the USP API within their
application context [31]. To understand which publishers support
this API and what default value the USP String had been set to, we
programmed our crawler to inject a content script into the first-
party execution context of each crawled webpage 25 seconds after
loading the page. Our script first attempted to detect the presence
of the __uspapi() method. If it was present, then our script called
the method and recorded the resulting USP String. This is a similar
approach to the one used by Matte et al. [40] to detect the presence
of cookie banners in webpages that implemented TCF version 1.1.

We manually validated our crawler’s ability to detect the USP
API and USP String value. To assess false positives we randomly se-
lected 50 websites, weighted by Tranco rank, from Crawl 4 where
our crawler detected the USP API and revisited them manually in
Chrome using an IP address in California. Our crawler success-
fully detected the USP API on 49 websites, yielding a false positive
rate of 2%. Furthermore, the value of the USP String recorded by
our crawler matched our manual observation of the value (in the
Chrome developer tools) of the USP String in 96% of cases. Collec-
tively, our results are similar to the 3% false positive rate of the USP
String crawler used by Charatan and Birrell [12].

To assess false negatives we randomly selected 50 websites,
weighted by Tranco rank, from Crawl 4 where our crawler did not
detect the USP API and did detect at least one embedded resource
from an A&A company. We manually revisited these websites and
found zero false negatives.

3.2.4 Tracing USP Cookie Writes. The CCPA Framework recom-
mends that publishers store the USP String in a first-party cookie
named usprivacy. Since this is only a suggestion, it is possible that
publishers or third parties may also store the USP String in other
first-party cookies.

To understand which parties were writing first-party cookies,
we instrumented our crawler to record all accesses to the DOM
cookie.set method. We used code from DuckDuckGo’s Tracker
Radar Collector (TRC) [54] that allowed us to set non-invasive
breakpoints on the DOM cookie methods and record the JavaScript
stack traces, which include the parameter values passed to the
method and the origin of the script calling the method. TRC has
been successfully used by prior work to study security and privacy-
relevant behaviors of websites [49, 53]. The stack traces collected
by our crawler enabled us to attribute DOM-based cookie writes to
JavaScript from specific parties, which we analyze in § 4.11

10https://easylist.to
11Our instrumentation also tracks DOM-based reads of first-party cookies, but this
data is hard to interpret because the API returns all first-party cookies. Thus, we
cannot tell which specific cookie or cookies are of interest to each reader.

3.3 USP API Instrumentation and Opt-out
The instrumentation in our baseline crawler allows us to determine
which publishers implement the __uspapi() method on their web-
site. However, the baseline instrumentation does not enable us to
determine which parties (first or third) were instantiating the API,
or which parties, if any, were invoking the API to read the USP
String. Furthermore, because our baseline crawler did not interact
with consent banners and “Do Not Sell” links, it cannot communi-
cate opt-out choices via the USP API by publishers (and CMPs) that
are using the CCPA Framework.

To answer these questions and rectify these shortcomings, we
developed our own implementation of the USP API. We used the
Page.addScriptToEvaluateOnNewDocument functionality of the
Chrome DevTools Protocol to inject our USP API implementation
into webpages before they loaded [44], and we set our implementa-
tion as non-configurable and non-writeable [34] so that our imple-
mentation could not be preempted or overwritten by other parties.
Any attempt to overwrite our USP API implementation resulted in
a JavaScript exception error that was recorded by our crawler. The
captured exceptions included a stack trace through which we could
identify the origin of the JavaScript attempting to instantiate the
USP API. Similarly, we designed our USP API implementation to
throw a non-fatal exception whenever its methods were invoked,
thus enabling us to determine the origin of the JavaScript that was
calling the method in question.

During Crawl 2, we injected our custom USP API with the
__uspapi() method configured to always return the USP String
value 1YYN (which encodes a choice to completely opt-out of data
selling and sharing). Thus, we directly leveraged the CCPA Frame-
work to convey the user’s intent to opt-out without needing to
interact with consent banners.

We used the dataset produced inCrawl 2 to identify non-standard
cookies and URL parameters that stored a USP String. We searched
all cookie values and URL parameter values for our chosen USP
String value and manually validated their contents. We then manu-
ally examined 20 randomly selected URLs that contained the same
name–value pair from Crawl 1 to check whether they followed
the USP String format. We observed some URL parameters that
appeared to store values other than the USP String, such as unique
identifiers. While these parameters raise privacy concerns, they
are clearly not designed to be a mechanism for conveying user
consent. Therefore, we exclude these parameters from our analysis.
Matte et al. [40] also observed URL parameters containing consent
information that did not adhere to the TCF 1.1 specifications. We
present the cookie and URL parameter names that contained the
USP String in Table 2 and Table 3.

We validated that our USP API injection approach was success-
ful by testing it. Our crawler called the __uspapi() method after
injecting the USP API into each crawled webpage and recorded
the USP String value. Out of 10 K crawled websites, we observed
our chosen USP String value in 9,982 (99.8%) websites. We manu-
ally reviewed the 18 domains where our injection failed and found
that most were either a non-public page from a Content Delivery
Network or were failing to load. This demonstrates that our injec-
tion was successful and the opted-out USP String was available
to be read via the __uspapi() method on most webpages during
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Crawl 2. Furthermore, we observed our chosen USP String value
in the us_privacy parameter in URLs, which confirms that at least
some parties read and transmitted it.

3.4 GPC Opt-out
During Crawl 3, we enabled GPC in our crawler by adding the
Sec-GPC: 1 header to all HTTP requests and setting the navigator
.globalPrivacyControl property to true. We manually validated
our crawler’s ability to detect the USP API when GPC was en-
abled. To assess false positives we randomly selected 50 websites,
weighted by Tranco rank, from Crawl 3 where our crawler had
detected the USP API. We manually revisited these websites using
an IP address in California and enabled GPC in our browser. Our
crawler successfully detected the USP API on 47 websites, yielding
a false positive rate of 6%. Additionally, we confirmed that the GPC
functionality of our crawler worked by having it visit the official
GPC validation website [24].

3.5 Research Ethics
We followed standard ethical research practices when collecting
data for our study. To ensure that our crawler did not overburden
web servers, we designed it to only collect 10 pages per domain
spaced out over five minutes. Our crawler did not click on or other-
wise interact with advertisements or consent banners. Our crawler
did not honor robots.txt files, as doing so could enable adversarial
websites to hide bad behavior—e.g., failing to honor users’ opt-out
choices—by forbidding crawlers. The fidelity of our study hinges
on the ability to browse websites as normal users do, and thus we
designed our browser accordingly.

Our approach for injecting the USP API into websites causes
no harm to them. This is the same technique used by browser
extensions to add or remove functionality from websites, e.g., to
block ads or translate the language of text. Our crawler’s script
injection occurs on the client side and only affects the webpages
loaded in our browser; it has no impact on the website’s server or
other users of the website.

Throughout our analysis and discussion, we are careful not to
make legal determinations about the compliance of particular pub-
lishers or A&A companies with privacy laws. Making these kinds
of determinations requires careful, individualized analysis and legal
expertise that is beyond the scope of our work.

4 RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of our analysis. First, we
present the publisher-level analyses to understand the overall adop-
tion of the CCPA Framework. Second, we examine communication
between publishers and third-party JavaScript in terms of reads and
writes to the interfaces of the USP API. Third, we trace communica-
tion of the USP String between third parties. Finally, we investigate
the impact of opting-out on the behavior of third parties.

4.1 Adoption by Publishers
We begin by assessing the adoption of the CCPA Framework by
publishers in the Tranco top 10 K. For this analysis we rely on data
from our baseline Crawl 1 from California. We examine adoption
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Figure 1: Percentage of websites in Crawl 1 that adopt the
USP API and/or embed A&A resources, bucketed into groups
of 500 by Tranco rank.

of the official USP API as well as the use of official and unofficial
cookies for storing the USP String.

4.1.1 USP API. In Crawl 1 we detected the presence of the USP
API on 821 (8.2%) publishers.12 This agrees with findings from
Charatan and Birrell [12], who observed that 8.3% of websites in
the Tranco top 25K adopted the USP API. Similarly, Matte et al.
[40] found that 6.2% of 22,949 websites they crawled in 2019 had
adopted the TCF.

Out of 821 publishers, 438 were within the top 5 K websites, i.e.,
the range where the CPRA is likely to be applicable [60]. If we only
consider the top 5K websites, this pushes the adoption rate of the
USP API up to 8.7%. While these adoption rates appear to be low, it
may be the case that some publishers in our sample do not need
to adopt the USP API because the CCPA/CPRA do not apply to
them, or because they are not selling or sharing data to or with
third parties. If we further restrict our consideration to the websites
among the top 5K that include A&A resources (3,425 websites),
then the USP API adoption rate is 12.8%.

To better contextualize the adoption rate that we observe, we
plot Figure 1, which presents the fraction of websites in Crawl 1
that (1) adopt the USP API and/or (2) include objects from well-
known A&A domains (see § 3.2.2), bucketed in groups of 500 by
Tranco rank. We observe that adoption of the USP API and A&A
resources is relatively invariant to rank, likely because our crawls
focus on large, sophisticated, well-resourced publishers. However,
it is troubling that adoption of the USP API is low given that 6,799
(68.0%) of these websites include A&A resources.

Our findings differ from those reported by Hils et al. [29], who
found that TCF adoption among the Tranco top 5K websites was
above 12%. TCF adoption may outpace CCPA Framework adoption
because it applies to more websites (see § 2.3).

Next, we examine the categories of publishers that incorporate
the USP API. We use the domain-to-category mapping developed by
Fortiguard because Vallina et al. [59] found that it had the greatest

12We consider a publisher to support the USP API if it was accessible on at least one
of their webpages. Across Crawl 1, Crawl 3, and Crawl 4, the USP API adoption rate
varied between 8.2–8.5%.
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Figure 2: Percentage of websites in Crawl 1 that did and did
not adopt the USP API, grouped by Fortiguard categories. For
brevity, we focus on the top ten categories among websites
that adopted the USP API.

Cookie Name # of Websites

usprivacy 321
ntv_as_us_privacy 54
us_privacy 13
ccpa 5

Table 2: Standard and non-standard cookie names that stored
a USP String value in Crawl 1 (𝑛 = 10K).

coverage and highest accuracy versus other mappings. The Forti-
guard API returned categories for 9897 (98.9%) of the websites in
our corpus, spanning 75 different categories. It returned categories
for all 821(100%) of the websites that had adopted the USP API.
Figure 2 shows the percentage of websites in Crawl 1 that did
and did not adopt the USP API, grouped by Fortiguard categories
and sorted by USP API adoption. For brevity, we focus on the ten
largest categories, which cover 78.7% of the 821 websites in this
analysis. We observe that USP API adoption is more prevalent on
publishers in the News and Media, Information Technology, and
Entertainment categories. Our results are similar to those from
Hils et al. [29], who found that TCF adoption was highest among
publishers in the News & Entertainment category. These results are
intuitive, given that these publishers are most likely to monetize
their content via online ads. We also observe, however, that in no
category did the majority of publishers adopt the USP API.

4.1.2 USP Cookies. In our data from Crawl 1 we detect the USP
String value being stored in a cookie on 358 (3.6%) publishers out of
10 K, of which 321 are using the recommended usprivacy cookie.
Table 2 presents the cookie names that we observe storing a USP
String value, along with their usage frequencies. We find that the

cookie name usprivacy is used most frequently, but also that there
are a significant number of non-standard names used in practice.
Storing the USP String in a non-standard cookie or in a location
other than a cookie (e.g., Local Storage) is potentially problematic,
as third parties that bypass the USP API and read the USP String
directly from non-standard storage may not find the expected value.

Furthermore, we observed 35 publishers that had two different
cookies each storing a USP String value. For example, we observed a
usprivacy and a ntv_as_us_privacy cookie on 25 websites. This
is also potentially problematic, as the USP String values stored in
multiple cookies may not match, meaning that third parties may
read a USP String value that does not accurately reflect a user’s
consent choice.

Next, we examine the extent to which publishers conform with
the full breadth of the CCPA Framework by looking at the co-
occurrence of the USP API and the usprivacy cookie. To simplify
our analysis, we focus solely on homepages from Crawl 1 because
we observe variability in USP API and usprivacy cookie adoption
across the webpages from a given publisher.13 Out of 10 K publish-
ers, we observed that 267 homepages included both the USP API
and usprivacy cookie, 15 had only the usprivacy cookie, and 438
had only the USP API. It is not surprising that the USP API is more
prevalent overall since the CCPA Framework mandates the use of
the API, whereas it only recommends the usprivacy cookie for
storing the USP String [31]. That said, it is concerning to observe so
much heterogeneity in the implementation of the USP API and its
underlying storage mechanism given that the CCPA Framework is
intended to be a universal mechanism for conveying user consent
decisions in California. These results about the inconsistency of
USP API and usprivacy cookie co-adoption are similar to those
observed by Zimmeck et al. [62], who found that among 64 websites
with the USP String, three only stored it in the usprivacy cookie,
25 only made it available via the USP API, and 36 had both.

4.2 First to Third Party Interfaces
At this point, we have examined the adoption and implementation
of the CCPA Framework by publishers. Next, we examine how
publishers and third parties interact by examining the instantiation
of the USP API, as well as reads to the USP API and USP Cookies.

4.2.1 USP API. We begin by examining instantiation of and reads
to the USP API. Recall that we can only examine these events when
we inject our own implementation of the API (see § 3.3). Thus, for
the following analysis, we rely on the data from Crawl 2.

In total we observe attempts to instantiate the USP API on 234
publishers,14 which is less than the 821 publishers that we observed
adopting the USP API under normal conditions.15 We suspect that
some first and third parties may use JavaScript reflection to deter-
mine whether the USP API exists before attempting to instantiate
their own implementation of the API. Thus, our results for USP API
instantiation are a lower bound and may miss third parties who
instantiate the API conservatively.

13For example, publishers often omit third-party scripts from specific webpages, such
as their privacy policies, that our crawler may randomly visit.
14Recall that attempts to overwrite our USP API implementation result in JavaScript
errors that are recorded by our crawler, see § 3.3.
15Out of these 234 publishers, 183 had the USP API in Crawl 1.
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Figure 3: Top ten third-party domains try-
ing to install the USPAPI during Crawl 2.
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Figure 4: Top ten third-party domains
reading the USP String from the USP API
during Crawl 2.
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Figure 5: Consistency of reading the USP
API by A&A JavaScript during Crawl 2.
Each point in the distribution is the per-
centage of times when JavaScript from
a given A&A domain read the USP API
when it was loaded.
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Figure 6: Top ten third-party domains
writing to a USP Cookie during Crawl 1.
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Figure 7: Consistency of sharing the USP
String between pairs during Crawl 1.
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sent an HTTP request containing the
USP String to the latter.
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Figure 8: Top 20 third-party domains that
receive the USP String during Crawl 1,
stratified by the URL parameter name.

Figure 3 presents the top ten third parties attempting to instanti-
ate the USP API. Unsurprisingly, we find that the list is dominated
by CMPs—e.g., Sourcepoint, UniConsent, Consent Framework by
Sirdata, and iubenda—with Inmobi (which acquired Quantcast in
2023) [33] being most prevalent (instantiating the USP API on 86
publishers). Measurements conducted by Hils et al. in 2020 and
2021 found that OneTrust, Quantcast, TrustArc, Source Point, and
LiveRamp were popular CMPs for implementing the TCF in Eu-
rope [28, 29]. Comparing our findings to those from Hils et al.
highlights that the landscape of consent management services is
changing over time, possibly because new markets are emerging
as online privacy laws change.

Regarding reads from the USP API, Figure 4 presents the top
15 third parties that read from the __uspapi() method. Unlike
instantiation, the list of readers is dominated by A&A companies,
with Google being most prevalent (Google Tag Manager reads

the __uspapi() method on 2,218 publishers; Doubleclick reads on
1,275), followed by Criteo (reads on 829 publishers). Interestingly, al-
though we only observe the USP API on 821 publishers in Crawl 1,
we find that third parties read the USP API on 3590 publishers in
Crawl 2 (i.e., when our crawler injects the USP API and makes
it available on all 10 K publishers). This highlights a disparity be-
tween the number of publishers that are actively attempting to
convey consent information to third parties versus the frequency
at which third parties are attempting to receive this information
from publishers.

Finally, we examine how consistent A&A third parties are at
reading the USP API. First, we locate all JavaScript resources that
originate from A&A domains and were embedded in publishers
duringCrawl 2. In total we identify 2,631 A&A domains that have at
least one script embedded on at least one publisher. Out of these, we
identify 257 A&A domains whose scripts called the USP API on at
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least one publisher. Finally, for each of these 257 A&A domains, we
calculate the percentage of times its script read the USP API when
it was loaded and plot the results in Figure 5.16 We find that 48.6%
of these A&A domains read the USP API consistently, when they
load, while the remaining A&A scripts read inconsistently. There
are many possible reasons for these inconsistencies, including race
conditions (i.e., the A&A script executes before the USP API has
been instantiated) and different versions of scripts from a given
origin (e.g., older versions of scripts may not be aware of the USP
API). Note that 90% of A&A domains with scripts never read the USP
API in our dataset, so the vast majority are consistently ignoring
the USP API.

4.2.2 USP Cookies. Next, we examine writes to the four cookies
that we observe storing a USP String (see Table 2). Recall that
our crawler recorded all invocations of the DOM cookie API (see
§ 3.2.4). As such, for this analysis we rely on the data gathered
during Crawl 1.

Figure 6 presents the top ten third parties that write the USP
cookies. OneTrust, a popular CMP, is themost frequentwriter, doing
so on on 173 publishers. Other frequent writers include Nativo (a
native advertising company), AdThrive (an influencer marketing
company), Quantcast (in their role as a CMP), and Ketch (another
CMP). We observe five websites on which two different parties
write to the usprivacy cookie, which is problematic because it
may lead to a classic data race condition.

Overall, we do not observe a large number of websites where
USP cookies are being written. This is potentially explained by
the mechanics of the CCPA/CPRA and the design of our crawler.
Because these are opt-out laws, publishers and CMPs do not nec-
essarily need to record a USP String by default. Further, because
our crawler does not attempt to use “Do Not Sell” links or consent
banners to opt-out, our crawler never triggers JavaScript that would
write a USP String to storage. It is also possible that the USP String
is being stored in locations other than cookies.

4.3 Consent Flow Among Third Parties
In the previous section we observed that various third parties are
reading the USP String directly from the USP API (and possibly also
from first-party cookies). However, third parties may also receive
the USP String indirectly from other third parties. Indeed, it is well
documented that A&A companies routinely share data, e.g., through
the distribution of bid requests in ad exchanges or through cookie
syncing [1, 6, 7, 43]. Thus, in this section, we examine whether
third parties are transmitting the USP String to each other through
URL parameters in HTTP requests.

4.3.1 USP String in URL Parameters. Table 3 presents the URL
parameter names that we observed transmitting a USP String value,
along with their usage frequencies. As with cookie names, we
find that the URL parameter name recommended by the CCPA
Framework, us_privacy, is used most frequently, but also that non-
standard names are widely used. Matte et al. [40] also observed
non-standard parameter names being used to transmit TCF consent
strings, but they did not quantify the frequency of these practices.

16For example, if JavaScript from Criteo was loaded on 1,003 websites and read the
USP API on 830 of them, then its read percentage is 82.8%.

Parameter Name # of Websites

us_privacy 3360
ccpa 358
usp_consent 280
uspString 223
sst.us_privacy 167
uspConsent 143
ccpa_consent 92
AV_CCPA 89
usp 83
usprivacy 74
_fw_us_privacy 68
D9v.us_privacy 62
cnsnt 45
ccpaconsent 37
usp_string 33

Table 3: Top 15 most frequent standard and non-standard
URL parameter names that stored a USP String value. We
present the number of publishers on which we observed each
name using data from Crawl 2 (𝑛 = 10K).

In the data collected during our Crawl 2 we observed that
421,497 HTTP requests contained a URL with a USP parameter,
of which 354,416 (84.1%) contained our chosen USP String value
(1YYN). This implies that the majority of parties are reading the USP
String from the USP API (or receiving a copy from another party
who read the USP API) and then including the correct USP String
value in their HTTP requests.17

We hypothesize several reasons why the remaining 15.9% of
HTTP requests did not contain our chosen value of the USP String.
First, the originators of these HTTP requests may be retrieving
the USP String from some storage location not covered by our
instrumentation. Second, the originators of these requests may be
disregarding the USP API entirely and passing a default USP String
value in all HTTP requests.

4.3.2 USP String in Inclusion Chains. Next, we shift from studying
individual URLs to inclusion chains, each of which captures end-
to-end resource loading over sequences of URLs (see § 3.2.2). For
the sake of ecological validity, we switch to analyzing the inclu-
sion chains collected during Crawl 1. In this dataset, we observe
319,269 HTTP requests that contain the USP String. Interestingly,
we observe HTTP requests that transmit the USP String from 1,033
publishers, yet we find only 821 publishers adopting the USP API,
which suggests that some third parties include a default USP String
in their HTTP requests even when the USP API is not present on
the publisher.

Overall, this dataset contains 3,102,021 A&A inclusion chains,
but 60% of these chains are rooted in publishers that do not adopt
the USP API, thus it is not reasonable to expect A&A companies to
transmit the USP String in their HTTP requests. There are 1,214,540
A&A inclusion chains rooted in the 821 publishers that implement

17This data may include false positives if a given initiator always transmits a default
USP String value of 1YYN.
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Initiator Uniq. Receivers

doubleclick 128
rubiconproject 109
cloudfront 59
alternet 53
sltrib 51
confiant-integrations 48
casalemedia 32
aniview 30
taboola 29
googleapis 28
pubmatic 27
makeuseof 24
thoughtcatalog 24
heavy 24
wtop 23

Table 4: Top 15 domains that sent
the USP String, sorted by unique re-
ceivers during Crawl 1 (𝑛 = 10K).

Receiver Uniq. Initiators

rubiconproject 270
bidswitch 245
3lift 169
pubmatic 168
yahoo 158
openx 155
doubleclick 144
a-mo 121
adsrvr 107
casalemedia 102
33across 97
yieldmo 93
media 78
1rx 75
criteo 70

Table 5: Top 15 domains that re-
ceived the USP String, sorted by
unique initiators during Crawl 1 (𝑛
= 10K).

Initiator Receiver # of Chains

doubleclick doubleclick 15144
outbrain outbrain 10959
pubmatic pubmatic 8388
indexww casalemedia 8349
primis primis 7529
googlesyndication doubleclick 7477
rubiconproject rubiconproject 6385
taboola tremorhub 5319
servenobid yellowblue 4537
33across tynt 4410
yahoosandbox yahoo 3429
aniview aniview 3392
servenobid minutemedia-prebid 3165
rubiconproject 3lift 2963
casalemedia yahoo 2921

Table 6: Top 15 initiator/receiver pairs sorted
by total chains during Crawl 1 (𝑛 = 10K).

the USP API, of which 218,541 (17.9%) contained at least one HTTP
request transmitting the USP String. 171,866 (78.6%) of these A&A
chains included exactly one HTTP request transmitting the USP
String, despite the median A&A chain length being five. These
findings are problematic, as they reveal that most HTTP requests
between A&A companies do not contain users’ consent informa-
tion at all, and that USP String sharing during complex, multi-step
operations (e.g., serving programmatic ads) is limited.

4.3.3 Initiators and Receivers. Next, we study the sources (initia-
tors) and destinations (receivers) of HTTP requests that include at
least one of the URL parameters listed in Table 3 (and the value of
this parameter is not null). We continue to rely on inclusion chains
from Crawl 1 for this analysis.

Table 4 presents the top 15 third parties that we observe initiating
HTTP requests that contain the USP String, sorted by the unique
number of third parties that receive these HTTP requests. Many of
the most prolific distributors of the USP String are ad exchanges
(e.g., Doubleclick, Rubicon Project, Casale Media, Aniview, and
Taboola), which makes intuitive sense: the JavaScript served by
these companies sends HTTP requests to many other third parties,
depending on the outcome of RTB auctions. Table 5 presents the
top 15 third parties that we observed receiving HTTP requests that
contain the USP String, sorted by the unique number of initiators.
Again, we observe many ad exchanges on the list, likely because
many third parties match cookies with them.

Table 6 shows the top 15 initiator/receiver pairs that we observe
exchanging the USP String, sorted by the total number of chains in
which the pairs appear. The most striking aspect of this list is that
nine of the top 15 pairs are within the same company (for example,
indexww and casalemedia are both owned by Index Exchange).

4.3.4 Pairwise Analysis. Although it is a positive sign that we
observe many major A&A companies sending and receiving the
USP String, our analysis thus far does not indicate whether each
company is doing so consistently. For the CCPA Framework to
succeed, consent must be communicated consistently to each A&A
company and in a consistent format.

Figure 7 examines the former requirement: consistency of USP
String sharing between A&A companies. First, we isolate all the

inclusion chains from Crawl 1 that are rooted on the 821 publish-
ers that adopted the USP API, i.e., cases where a USP String was
available. Second, we identify all pairs of initiators and receivers in
this subset of inclusion chains where at least one member of the
pair is an A&A third party. We refer to these as A&A pairs. Finally,
for each A&A pair, we calculate the percentage of A&A chains in
which the former sent an HTTP request to the latter that contains
a USP String (again, restricted to inclusion chains rooted in the 821
publishers that adopted the USP API) and present the empirical
cumulative distribution over all A&A pairs. Note that we exclude all
A&A pairs that never shared the USP String in any HTTP requests
(which removes 90% of all A&A pairs).

Ideally, the distribution over all A&A pairs in Figure 7 should
be close to 100%, indicating that when pairs communicate they
consistently share the USP String. Unfortunately, we observe that
only 47.1% of A&A pairs share the USP String in all chains in
which they appear. The remaining pairs exhibit varying levels of
inconsistency, which is potentially problematic as the receivers
may depend on the USP String data from the initiators to honor
users’ opt-out choices.

In addition to plotting the distribution over A&A pairs in Fig-
ure 7, we also plot the distribution when we restrict to pairs where
(1) at least one member is a major ad exchange,18 or (2) the re-
ceiver is downloading a tracking pixel. We focus on these two
types of pairings because they have particular importance in the
advertising ecosystem. Ad exchanges disseminate bid requests con-
taining personal information to hundreds of third parties as part
of RTB auctions [7], so it is critical that they receive and dis-
seminate users’ preferences regarding data collection. Tracking
pixels are ubiquitous on the Web [21] and they have specific re-
quirements with respect to opt-out signals: because they are im-
ages, not JavaScript, they cannot access the __uspapi()method or
the navigator.globalPrivacyControl property, so the only way
they can receive and act on opt-out signals is via HTTP requests.19

As we show in Figure 7, the dissemination of the USP String is
still inconsistent even when we restrict our investigation to pairs

18We focus on the 30most popular ad exchanges based on frequency data from ads.txt
files gathered by Bashir et al. [5].
19Alternatively, tracking pixels can simply not be downloaded at all.
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Figure 9: Count of HTTP requests sent to third parties (top) and percentage of those requests containing a USP String set to
opt-out (bottom) across four crawls. Crawl 2 and Crawl 3 included opt-out signals via the USP API and GPC, respectively. The
third parties along the x-axis are sorted by the count of requests in Crawl 1. We focus on the top 20 domains where at least 1%
of their incoming HTTP requests contain a USP String set to opt-out in Crawl 2.

that include an ad exchange or a tracking pixel. In these cases, 38.3%
and 58.6% of pairs, respectively, share the USP String in all chains
in which they appear. Note that we exclude 75.2% of ad exchange
pairs and 93.3% of tracking pixels pairs that never shared the USP
String in any HTTP requests (see Figure 7).

To examine whether the USP String is being shared between
A&A pairs via a consistent URL parameter name, Figure 8 shows
the count of HTTP requests received by the top receivers that in-
cluded a USP String stratified by the URL parameter name: either
the recommended us_privacy parameter or any other name (see
Table 3). Overall, 231,648 (79.8%) of these URLs use the us_privacy
parameter, and we see that most of the top receivers are sent the
USP String in this name consistently. Five receivers are sent the
USP String using a non-standard name the majority of the time,
and in these cases we also observe a minority of requests using the
recommended us_privacy parameter. These latter cases are poten-
tially problematic: in practice, each A&A company must define an
API that specifies how it expects to receive consent information via
HTTP. If HTTP requests attempt to pass consent signals using an
unsupported format (i.e., an incorrect URL parameter), the consent
signal may be lost and the user’s wishes will not be honored.

4.4 Impact of Opting-out
In the previous sections we identified a number of potential prob-
lems with the current adoption and implementation of the CCPA
Framework. In this section, we take the next logical step and ex-
amine whether users’ opt-out decisions are being respected. We
examine two opt-out mechanisms—USP API and GPC—and rely on
data from two crawls—one with our injected USP API that sets USP
String to opt-out of the selling and sharing of data (Crawl 2; see
§ 3.3), and one with GPC enabled (Crawl 3, see § 3.4). Our crawler
provides these opt-out signals on all publishers, so if there are ef-
fects we should observe them on all crawled websites, not just the
821 publishers that adopt the USP API.

To establish baseline expectations, we first examine whether
the USP String encodes an opt-out decision–the third character

in USP String set to ‘Y’ (see § 2.2)- under normal conditions using
data from Crawl 1. In Crawl 1, 24 out of 821 (2.92%) publishers
with the USP API set the USP String to opt-out despite the fact that
our crawler did not interact with these websites in any way. It is
unclear why these publishers have configured their website to opt
their visitors out of data selling and sharing by default (or even
whether they are aware of this, as it may be a misconfiguration). In
Crawl 3, when GPC was enabled, 380 out of 825 (46.1%) publishers
with the USP API set the USP String to opt-out.20 Zimmeck et al.
[62] found that 12.5% of the 64 websites with the USP API that
they studied correctly set the USP String to opt-out when they
received a GPC signal, while Charatan and Birrell [12] observed
∼38% of the ∼2 K websites with the USP API in their study correctly
set the USP String to opt-out. Collectively, these results suggest
that some publishers are reacting to the GPC signal by correctly
setting the USP String to opt-out—thus helping to convey the users’
opt-out intent to third parties—but more than half are not. This is
potentially problematic, as third parties may rely on the publisher
to observe and redistribute the GPC signal via the USP API.

Next, we contrast how the A&A third parties behave in the
absence and presence of opt-out signals. We compare data gathered
in four crawls: our baseline crawls (Crawl 1, Crawl 4), our crawl
when the USP API returned the USP String set to opt-out (Crawl 2),
and our crawl with GPC enabled (Crawl 3). We measure behavior
in two respects: (1) how many total HTTP requests are made to
A&A third parties and (2) how many HTTP requests to A&A third
parties include a USP String set to opt-out? The first question is
relevant because publishers and third parties may respond to opt-
out signals by retrieving fewer resources (e.g., tracking pixels and
cookie syncing) from A&A companies. The second question is
relevant because A&A third parties who are contacted should be
informed about users’ decisions to opt-out if they are to comply
with them.

20Additionally, 48 publishers set the gpcEnabled field to true in the __uspapi()
method’s output, which helps confirm that they did react to our crawler’s GPC signal.
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Figure 10: Count of tracking pixels per publisher across all
four of our crawls. Crawl 2 and Crawl 3 included opt-out
signals via the USP String and GPC, respectively.

Figure 9 shows the count of HTTP requests and the percentage of
those requests that contain a USP String set to opt-out for the top 20
A&A domains (sorted by total requests) across our four crawls. We
omit domains that did not receive at least 1% of HTTP requests with
a USP String set to opt-out in Crawl 2. We observe some effects in
the data from Crawl 3: some A&A domains receive HTTP requests
containing the USP String, and only Outbrain exhibits a noticeable
drop in total HTTP requests. All of these A&A companies directly
received the GPC signal from our crawler, so it is possible that
they may still react to the signal correctly (e.g., by not permanently
storing data about the user), but we still interpret these findings as
being potentially problematic.

We observe increased dissemination of the USP String set to
opt-out when we compare the data from Crawl 2 to the data from
Crawl 3: four of the A&A domains shown in Figure 9 receive a USP
String set to opt-out in >20% of incoming HTTP requests. Based
on these observations, it is clear that distributing opt-out signals
in California via the CCPA Framework has more impact than dis-
tributing them using GPC alone. These improvements are relatively
modest, however, given that the vast majority of HTTP requests to
A&A companies continue to occur and do not include a USP String
set to opt-out. For example, Google (Tag Manager, Syndication,
Analytics), and Facebook receive <1% of requests containing a USP
String set to opt-out.

Finally, we performed a targeted analysis looking specifically at
the impact of opt-outs on tracking pixels.21 Figure 10 presents a
box plot of the number of tracking pixels per publisher across our
four crawls. To make this analysis comparable across crawls, we
focus on the 793 publishers that (1) adopted the USP API and (2)
were present in all four crawls.

Figure 10 shows that tracking pixels are widely adopted across
all four crawls, even when opt-out signals are present in Crawl 2
andCrawl 3. While we do find statistically significant differences in
the distribution of tracking pixels per publishers when comparing
Crawl 1 andCrawl 3 (two-sided 𝑡-test, 𝑝 < 0.05), the effect sizes are
small (Cohen’s 𝑑 < 0.1). We do not observe statistically significant

21Defined as A&A chains that end with the download of a 1×1 image.

differences when we compare Crawl 2 or Crawl 4 to Crawl 1.
Based on these results we conclude that GPC and a USP String set
to opt-out do not significantly reduce the number of tracking pixels
embedded in publishers, and that any variations can be attributed
to natural variability in tracking pixel inclusion over time.

5 DISCUSSION
Returning to our research questions, we reach a number of troubling
conclusions from our study. We find that overall adoption of the
CCPA Framework is low (8.2%) among the top 10K publishers on
the Web (RQ1), even though 68.0% of these publishers embed A&A
resources. Other studies have also found low overall adoption rates
of consent technologies in California [12, 39, 60, 62].

With respect to the interface between publishers and third parties
(RQ2), we observe many issues that may result in incorrect USP
String values being read and disseminated or correct values being
erroneously overwritten. These include: USP String storage in non-
standard cookies and multiple cookies at once (§ 4.1.2), third parties
that never read the USP API or do so inconsistently (§ 4.2.1), and
cases where multiple parties write the usprivacy cookie (§ 4.2.2).

Regarding the flow of USP String consent information among
third parties (RQ3), while we observe over 1.2M A&A inclusion
chains that could have conveyed a USP String, only 17.9% did so.
Further, the vast majority of chains only contained a single instance
of the USP String being conveyed—often by a company sending
it back to themselves (see Table 6)—despite each chain typically
including multiple communications between multiple A&A compa-
nies. Further, we observed that 52.9% of A&A pairs that we observed
communicating do not pass the USP String to each other consis-
tently. Complicating matters further, we observed that some third
parties have not adopted the recommend us_privacy parameter
standard for passing the USP String, and that this creates room for
ambiguity where these parties are being passed the USP String in
potentially incorrect URL parameters.

Lastly, our experiments demonstrate how the failures we docu-
ment surrounding the USP API culminate in a system that does not
effectively disseminate users’ opt-out decisions or alter the behavior
of A&A companies (RQ4). Like prior work [12, 62], we observe that
publishers and CMPs systematically fail to convert GPC signals into
the USP String set to opt-out via USP API, and thus any third party
relying on the USP API to convey accurate consent information will
be misinformed. We do observe more dissemination of the opt-out
signal in the HTTP requests via our injected USP API but these
improvements are modest. Most importantly, we find very little
substantive alteration in behavior in the presence of opt-out signals:
downloads of tracking pixels are unaffected, and only a few third
parties experience a large reduction in resource requests.

5.1 Is the CCPA Framework Working?
Overall, we conclude that the CCPA Framework is not working,
for a variety of definitions of “working”. The standard does not
appear to be well adopted by publishers or by A&A companies, and
among the implementations that we observe there are potentially
problematic technical and usage practices that hinder the clear
and unambiguous communication of consent information (e.g., the
use of non-standard cookie and parameter names). Now, on one
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hand, the CCPA Framework is not a mandatory standard, so it is
perhaps not surprising to find less-than-universal adoption. On the
other hand, however, it is the direct analog to the TCF and it is
supported by the IAB, which is the primary trade group for digital
advertisers. The CCPA has been in effect since January 2020, thus it
is troubling to observe that the U. S. digital advertising industry has
not coalesced around a single technical specification for eliciting,
storing, and disseminating consent information.

Unfortunately, our findings demonstrate that history is repeat-
ing itself in California, since we observe similar classes of tech-
nical problems that have been documented in Europe with the
TCF [16, 40]. Our study builds on and extends studies documenting
deficiencies in CCPA/CPRA compliance in California [60, 62]. Our
study helps to explain the findings of Liu et al. [39], by demonstrat-
ing how intentional and unintentional failure modes prevent A&A
companies from receiving and acting upon users’ consent data.

5.2 Could the GPP Work?
The IAB is deprecating the CCPA Framework and replacing it with
the Global Privacy Platform (GPP) [25], which is meant to provide
a uniform encoding format and API for consent signals around
the world (e.g., in Europe, Canada, and the U. S.). Given the issues
that we and others have documented with the TCF and the CCPA
Framework, we ask: could the GPP address these problems?

To some extent, it could try. If national regulators required ad-
herence to the GPP standard, it could drive increased adoption
by publishers and A&A companies in the U. S. Further, the GPP
standard could attempt to mitigate technical failings by mandating
that CMPs and third-party JavaScript obey best practices, such as:
mandating use of official APIs to read the consent string, forbidding
redundant copies of the consent string in storage, and only using
official names for passing the consent string. That said, because
the GPP, like the TCF and CCPA Framework, is instantiated us-
ing embedded JavaScript, it cannot prevent deviations from the
standard by imposing technical restrictions. For example, there is
no technical measure that can prevent race conditions between
multiple third parties writing the consent string to storage.

For these reasons, we do not believe standards developed by
the IAB, or any other advertising industry consortium, offer the
appropriate tools for collecting, managing, and disseminating users’
consent information. In our opinion, we believe that the correct
location to implement consent functionality is in the browser it-
self. Only the browser can (1) make consistent, immutable DOM
APIs available in all first- and third-party contexts for querying
consent information and (2) guarantee that consent information is
communicated in all HTTP requests. Further, the user-agent is best
positioned to present a clear (i.e., free of dark patterns [26, 41, 58])
and consistent user interface for making consent choices. Thus, we
support ongoing efforts to enforce compliance with GPC [45] and
develop a robust user interface to this functionality [14, 37, 61]. As
we have shown, there are multiple points of failure when transfer-
ring consent information from the user to A&A companies via the
CCPA Framework. We advocate that A&A companies should be
required to act on GPC opt-out signals that they receive directly
from browsers, rather than requiring the needless and complicated
involvement of publishers or IAB frameworks.

5.3 Is the USP API a Declaration of
Applicability?

Determining whether a given website falls within the applicability
criteria of the CCPA or CPRA is not a trivial task. Prior work has
leveraged the presence of the USP API on a website as a marker
of self-professed applicability by the publisher [62]. We caution
that this approach to determining CCPA/CPRA applicability is not
sound: because the USP API is implemented in JavaScript, any party
can install it in a given context, including without the publisher’s
consent. Web developers routinely do not understand script in-
clusions in their websites [35, 48, 57] and this is especially true
with respect to A&A scripts because they are highly dynamic and
resource loading is non-deterministic (e.g., due to cookie matching).

5.4 Limitations
Our study has several limitations. First, there may be CMPs and
third parties that encode consent information in formats that are
not compliant with the CCPA Framework that we cannot detect.
Thus, our results should be interpreted as lower bounds on the
propagation of consent signals. Similarly, because our crawler in-
jected its own USP API implementation rather than interacting
with publishers’ “Do Not Sell” links and consent banners, we may
not capture privacy-preserving functionality that is only activated
by interacting directly with CMPs. That said, we did not observe a
significant reduction in the sharing and selling of data when our
crawler opted-out via GPC, which is a legally binding mechanism
that CMPs should recognize and respond to. Californians who en-
able GPC in their browser should not have to click on “Do Not Sell”
links or consent banners to activate their privacy rights.

Second, we cannot fully assess third parties’ compliance with opt-
out signals because we cannot observe how data is handled server-
side (e.g., whether it is used to develop cross-context advertising
profiles or sold to other parties). It is possible that some of the
third parties we observed receiving opted-out USP String values did
obey them even if they continued to load resources. That said, we
observed very limited propagation of these opt-out signals, so we
expect the impact of hidden compliance to be minimal, and other
studies provided corroborative evidence that compliance with opt-
out signals in the U. S. is low [12, 39, 62].

Finally, our study does not account for third parties operating
under the CCPA’s service provider exception [38]. This exception
allows them to continue storing users’ data, which they can sell or
share even when users have opted out.

5.5 Data Release
The data and code to produce figures and analysis are available at
https://github.com/abubakaraziz/Assessing-IAB-CCPA-Framework.
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